Doubly-selective wireless communication channels, Le., those with significant selectivity in both time and frequency domains, arise in applications operating over wide bandwidths, at high carrier frequencies, and under high mobility conditions. Many systems designed to communicate over such channels are OFDMbased and employ large block lengths to combat capacity loss resulting from the use of a redundant prefix. The use of large block length renders channel estimation schemes whose complexities scale in proportion with the square or cube of the block length impractical. In this paper, we present fwo channel estimation schemes which leverage FFTs and a careful choice of pilots to achieve low estimation error with low complexity.
INTRODUCTION
The study of doubly-selective wireless communication channels, Le., channels with significant selectivity in both time and frequency domains, has garnered recent interest. Such channels are expected to arise in applications operating over wide bandwidths, at high canier frequencies, and under high mobility conditions. Several multi-canier schemes have been recently proposed for communication over doubly-selective channels [I-SI. Most are based on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems 161 that are modified to handle Doppler-as well as delayspread. When a cyclic prefix (CP) is used, OFDM systems gain computational advantages at the cost of capacity reduction. Because CP duration is proportional to channel delay spread, capacity can be recovered through the use of a large OFDM block length. Consequently, block lengths of 4096 171 and 8 192 [81 are common.
The use of large block lengths is feasible with OFDM systems that leverage FFTs to achieve O ( N log N ) per-block processing complexity, where N denotes block length. The recently proposed doubly-selective OFDM modifications [ I 4 1 however, exhibit C?(Nz) or 0 ( N 3 ) per-block complexities, making them impractical when block length is large.
In [SI, the authors proposed an O ( N log N ) symbol derecrion scheme for the doubly-selective case. In this paper, we present some preliminary work on doubly-selective channel esrimarion. AS in [5], our goals include low compurntionul complexity in addition to high performance. While we acknowledge the existence of more sophisticated methods of time-varying channel estimation (e.g., 191). we stress the importance of low computational complexity to our target applications. Such low complexity might be achieved through, e.g., the use of FFTs in place of large matrix multiplies or large matrix inverses. Perhaps the simplest and most well-known means of estimating a doubly-selective impulse response is to embed Kroneckerdelta pilot sequences, yielding sampled estimates of the time-varying l @ o s u . edu impulse response, and then to linearly interpolate between these samples (e& (1, 101) . One such Kronecker-delta (KD) scheme will be compared to the two estimation schemes proposed in this paper via numerical simulation. The specifics of the KD scheme used for comparison will be given in a later section.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, we describe a compact channel representation which forms the basis for our estimation strategies and in Sec. 3 we describe the received signal model. In Secs. 4 and 5 we derive two low-complexity channel estimation schemes and in Sec. 6 we present numerical evaluations of these schemes. Section I concludes the paper.
A COMPACT CHANNEL MODEL
Consider first the timeilag representation htl(n,6), defined as the response at time n to an impulse applied at time n -6 . 
in which case (2). (3). and ( 5 ) imply that the coefficients h:'(k, d ) will be small for either
Thus, h;' gives a compact representation of the channel. Specifically, we expect h$) to have only 2fdNNh "big" coefficients.
THE RECEIVED SIGNAL MODEL
Using {tn} to denote the transmitted signal and {to,,} additive channel noise, the receiver observes the sequence {x,,}. where
Note fn is the nth column of an N-point unitaq DFT matrix F N .
We now rearrange the rows of H$' to place the 2D "big" rows on top. From Sec. 2, we expect D % rfdN1 for large N. Thus, for n E Mi, 
ZERO-FORCING CHANNEL ESTIMATION
Collecting an L-element subset of {xn : n E Ni} into the vector xl", -we have (7) so that [E""']I = x(;+~)K. If we choose the pilots according to The performance of the ZF estimator will be evaluated numerically in Sec. 6.
MMSE CHANNEL ESTIMATION
The existence of a low-complexity ZF channel estimation scheme motivates us to investigate the possibility of a low-complexity MMSE approach.
The linear MMSE estimate of h$f) from x('") takes the well 
where R, is a v x 9 symmetric Toeplitz matrix: 
= C E { h t~( i K + p K ,~) h ; ( n + i K , d ) )
c=o n=o 
Equation (14) shows a cascade of three matrix operations: the leftmost (diagonal) matrix multiply requires 2DNh multiplies, the middle (FFT-based) one requires no more than O(2PD .2DNh log 2DNh) multiplies, and the rightmost one requires = 4P2DzNh multiplies. Note that multiplication by an unstructured C ( i K i x would require 4PD2Nf multiplies, ~
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As with the ZF technique, the MMSE technique returns reliable estimates over a limited range of fd and Nh. Our choices for K and Limply that where equality in (15) corresponds to the case K = Nh. Le., a persistent stream of pilot symbols.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
We now compare the Kronecker-delta (KD) scheme described in Sec. 1 with the ZF and MMSE schemes derived in Secs. 4 and 5 using block-normalized mean-squared estimation error:
With the ZF and MMSE schemes we estimate only the "big" H$,Ei coefficients, and so in these cases E includes errors caused by the "compact channel representation" of Sec. 2:
For the MMSE scheme, E{11H$"' 11$} = N a n d (11) imply
The KD scheme we adopted for the simulations was constructed to give a fair comparison with the ZF and MMSE schemes. In our KD, length-Nh pilot sequences of the form t;K-d = 6 ( d ) , for 0 5 d < Nh and i E Z, were spaced K 2 Nh samples apart. These pilots gave estimates of the time-varying impulse response at K-spaced intervals according to Linear interpolation was then used to construct estimates of the time-varying impulse response at points in-between. For N = K , this corresponds to a linear fit, and for N > K where E Z, a piecewise linear fit. In all schemes (i.e., KD, ZF, and MMSE), we chose a unit-modulus pilot sequence in accordance with a peakpower constraint that is standard in practical implementations. Figures I and 2 show the results of numerical simulations with channels generated using lakes' method [I 11 . In both figures we assume N = 256, K = 16, Nh = 4, D = 2, and P = 1. Figure 1 Itwo different Dopplers. Here we observe that the KD scheme is predominantly noise-limited it is relatively insensitive to f d (for the parameters chosen in our simulations). The ZF and MMSE schemes, while more sensitive to increases in fa. are more tolerant of noise. Hence, the ZFand MMSE appmaches outperform the KD appmach in the low-SNRandIow-fa operating region. Finally, we observe that the MMSE approach outperforms the ZF approach at the cost of a greater implementation complexity.
CONCLUSIONS
We have derived two low-complexity schemes for the estimation of doubly-selective channel responses, one based on a ZF criterion and one based on a MMSE criterion. Both estimate a reduced set of channel parameters in the Dopplerflag domain by leveragng the usual assumptions of finite delay-spread and finite Doppler-spread. Pilot sequences were chosen so that the implementation of the ZF estimation scheme reduces to a U-point FFT at the receiver, where U = ZDNh represents the number of unknown parameters. With the same pilots, the MMSE estimation scheme can be implemented using 2 0 of these U-point FFTs. In fact, it was recognized that more efficient MMSE implementations are possible, though the details are beyond the scope of this paper.
The zero-forcing and MMSE schemes were compared to a well-known technique whereby Kronecker-delta pilot sequences are embedded to provide samples of the time-varying impulse response and piecewise linear interpolation is used to constmct the response between these samples. Numerical simulations suggest that the ZF and MMSE schemes proposed herein outperform the Kronecker-delta scheme in the low-SNR and low-Doppler region.
